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A Corrigendum on

Artificial Intelligence for Monte Carlo Simulation in Medical Physics
by Sarrut, D., Etxebeste, A., Muñoz, E., Krah, N., and Létang, J. M. (2021). Front. Phys. 9:738112. doi:
10.3389/fphy.2021.738112

In the original article, there was an error in Literature Review, AI-Based Dose Computation,
paragraph three. The sentence “For example, Roser et al. [117] use CNN, in particular a U-Net, to
compute first-order dose exposure of patients (i.e., without considering scattered radiation) due to
image-guided x-ray procedures.” should have read “For example, Roser et al. [117] use a U-Net fed
with first order fluence maps computed by fast ray-casting in order to estimate the total dose
exposure including scattered radiation during image-guided x-ray procedures.”

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions
of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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